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Unlike other brands, your Fusion products will Not have:

Uneven coating

mold & mildew

coating breakdown

peeling & rusting

SLOPPY COATING

DRIPS

Fusion products stay looking bright

The Fusion

FUSION products
still look new
after 2 years

and new for years — resulting in savings
to you and the environment.

Fusion products are
warranteed for a full
SEVEN YEARS, so
you can be confident
in your site furnishing
selections.

Advantage

THEIRS faded
after 2 years
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THE FUSION ADVANTAGE
Landscape Fusion specializes in long-lasting outdoor furniture and accessories. Our patented TopCoat® and FusionGuard™

processes enable us to manufacture uniquely plastisol coated products that are unmatched in the industry for both durability
and style.

TopCoat® is our proprietary
pigmented agent that encapsulates
the plastisol surface with a durable,
high gloss finish available in 13
colors.

	Virtually impervious to common
acids, alkalis, salts, sewage, seawater
and acid rain
	Contains UV-inhibitors to protect
the finish from fading in the sun
Naturally and effectively inhibits
the growth of fungus, mold
and mildew

FusionGuard™ zinc-rich
primer is used to coat every inch
of the undersupport components
then sealed with an impervious
finish coating.

	All bench and table undersupport
components are protected
	Welds and frame components
highly resistant to rust and
corrosion
	Independent salt spray testing
shows FusionGuard™ frames last
four times longer than standard
powder coated frames

From benches to bike racks, we start with heavy duty steel and finish with our patented TopCoat®. We carefully complete

each step in our manufacturing process to ensure that products in the Landscape Fusion family provide the beauty, durability
and comfort you deserve.

Receptacles
Large selection of litter
receptacles, ash/trash
receptacles and ash
urns for both indoor
and outdoor use.

Benches
Available in a wide range of
styles, including traditional,
park and sport seating.

Tables & Chairs
Dining comfort for the
stylish patio or bistro
setting.

Picnic Tables
Classic or modern tables
to satisfy a variety of
seating needs.

Table Tops, Seats & Receptacles
Recyclers
Unique recyclers with
classic or modern styling.

Bike Racks
Space-saving bike racks
in a variety of capacities
and mounts.

Heavy Duty Steel + Plastisol + TopCoat®

Heavy Duty Steel + FusionGuard™ Primer + Finish Coat

Coordinated Collections
Benches, receptacles, tables
and planters designed for a
cohesive look.
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Golf Furnishings
Durable and practical
furnishings for the
golf course.
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Fusion Metal Colors
Bu

Frames & Undersupports

Identity Furnishings
Customized furnishings
to showcase your
identity.
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begins with heavy duty steel coated
with oven cured plastisol.
	Optimal bonding between the
plastisol and steel
	90A Durometer surface created
for impact resistant comfort
Thermal protection: the surface
feels cooler in the summer and
warmer in the winter
Smooth and consistent coating
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Our Plastisol Process

offers a large and complete selection of products
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